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: Overview
Cost-effective

Rapid scale-up

Infrastructure reuse

World class CO2 stores

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teesside
Humberside
Thames
South Wales
The Netherlands
Norway

Essential for Net Zero

Opportunities for clean growth
Recognised European Project
of Common Interest (PCI)

: Why St Fergus?
Natural Gas Supply:

Natural gas supply is key to bulk hydrogen production. The St Fergus gas
terminal currently handles about 35% of the UK's natural gas. Forecasts show St Fergus continuing to play a key
role out to 2040 and beyond
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Hydrogen Export by Blending: Blending 2% hydrogen by volume into the National
Gas Transmission systems from one hydrogen generation unit at St Fergus will replace 0.7% of the
UK’s current gas volume with low carbon hydrogen and abate 400,000t/yr of CO2

CO2 Transport by Existing Infrastructure: There are three large redundant

that can be redeployed for offshore CO2 transport
DELIVERS FOR NET ZERO offshore gas transmission pipelines
GAS ACCESS
ENABLING H2 BLENDING
With continued Government and Industry
Natural gas supply is key to bulk
Blending 2% H2 by volume into the
support, Acorn can be operating in
hydrogen production.
National Gas Transmission system from
first hydrogen
generation unit at St
CO2 Storage Capacity Offshore: Scotland has fantastic offshorethe
CO2 storage
resources which
are well characterised, close to St Fergus and connected by existing pipelines.
Fergus would abate around
of all the natural gas used in the UK is
establishing infrastructure essential for
processed at St Fergus.
meeting UK Net Zero targets.
of CO2 per year from the system.

2024

Around 35%

400,000 tonnes
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: Phase 1 – establishing the anchor CCS infrastructure

Capture

Transport

Store

at St Fergus
gas terminal

through
Goldeneye
pipeline

in the Acorn
CO2 Storage
Site

Acorn CCS starts with a modest 300Kt/year of
existing CO2 emissions from the St Fergus gas
terminal.
This unlocks a very large CO2 transportation &
storage solution, with lots of options for further
growth.
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: Decarbonising our homes, industry and transport

Low-carbon heating is one of the toughest challenges for
UK climate policy. (The Committee on Climate Change)
Around 85% of UK households currently use natural gas
for heat.
Hydrogen offers an exciting way to deliver low carbon
energy because when it is burned it doesn’t produce
CO2, just water and heat.

: Decarbonising our homes, industry and transport

•
•
•
•

•

Starting in 2025 with a 200 MW hydrogen production
plant on site at St Fergus
2% Blending through the National Transmission
System
CO2 emissions managed through Acorn CCS
Cutting around 400,000 tonnes a year of carbon
emissions with no impact at all on the way gas is
used.
Readily scalable to meet increased demand for
hydrogen blending, Scotland’s Hydrogen Coast and
for a dedicated local 100% hydrogen network.

Acorn will develop a scalable hydrogen production hub
that offers significant benefits to the UK economy
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: A timeline
Phase 1

Phase 2

Establishing the anchor infrastructure

Acorn
Phase 1
FID

2020

2021

2022

Drill Acorn
well #1

A catalyst for clean growth

St Fergus
injection

H2
production

First ship
import

Feeder 10

300 kt/yr
of CO2

400 kt/yr
of CO2

1.5Mt/yr
of CO2

3 Mt/yr
of CO2

2023

2024

2025

Drill Acorn
well #2

2026

Drill Acorn
well
#3 & #4

2027

2028

Acorn 150Mt
Storage site
“Sold Out”

2029

2030
& beyond

Begin to
develop
Storage Site 2
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: BAT Considerations
•

Undertaking FEED on Johnson Matthey LCH technology for
H2 production
•
•
•
•

•

Amine capture technology currently assumed
•
•
•

•

Potential cumulative emissions with CCS Phase 1
Noise – although remote and establish industrial location
Benefits from a dedicated transport and storage infrastructure

Transport of CO2
•
•
•
•

•

Maximising H2 production whilst also maximising CO2 captured
Water consumption
Energy efficiency and power demand
Sulphur removal

CO2 for sequestration will come from multiple sources
As a result there will be a wide range of potential impurities
In addition CO2 could be transported by CO2 or ship at varying
temperatures and pressured
Emerging standards need to accommodate this variability and not
impose unnecessary processing.

Need to be cognisant of the scale of H2 production to achieve
UK net zero and energy transition

